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KSI and RFIDeas Introduce an Integrated Solution for
ePrescribe
The KSI-1700 keyboard meets DEA Compliance for Electronic Prescriptions
for Controlled Substances
OAKLAND, Calif.-- RFIDeas, innovator of WaveID®, and KSI, Inc. will introduce the
first compliant ePrescribe keyboard for controlled substances at this year's HIMSS
Annual Conference & Exhibition, held in New Orleans, March 3-7, 2013.
“Today's healthcare staff faces the daily challenge of maximizing every minute of their
day to allow as much time for patient care as possible,” said KSI's Senior VP of Sales and
Marketing Phil Bruno.
RFIDeas is partnering with KSI, the leader in professional grade keyboard products, to
deliver a unique integrated desktop keyboard solution engineered to meet the new DEA
standard of Electronic Prescription for Controlled Substances. These regulations
provide pharmacies, hospitals and practitioners with the ability to use modern
technology to safely and securely issue prescriptions, meet HIPAA compliance and
protect patient privacy.
The KSI 1700 keyboard includes a FIPS 201 (Federal Information Processing Standard)
certified biometric reader and the WaveID pcProx card reader from RFIDeas. These two
integrated devices, along with approved EHR or security software, create a compliant
and secure way to meet these new DEA regulations.
"The 1700 keyboard system for DEA EPCS gives hospitals and pharmacies the ability to
have a clean, efficient solution integrated into one elegant desktop device," said Mr.
Bruno. "Partnering with RFIDeas and their WaveID® solution allows us to leverage
legacy technology and deliver a cost effective, strong, dual factor authentication solution
to meet the challenges of the complex world of Electronic Health Records and the
growing need for privacy and security.”
"Today's healthcare staff faces the daily challenge of maximizing every minute of their
day to allow as much time for patient care as possible," says Richard Landuyt, President
of RFIDeas. "By partnering with KSI, we are able to offer a solution that helps save up to
15 minutes per shift, per employee."

About RFIDeas
RFIDeas, founded in 1995, is the innovator of WaveID®, the new standard for badgebased authentication and identification solutions powered by RFIDeas readers. Under
the WaveID® umbrella, RFIDeas designs, develops, and manufactures a complete line
of pcProx® card readers that support nearly every proximity and contactless smart card
in use worldwide. RFIDeas readers come in many form factors and are used in
numerous applications and OEM solutions including: multi-function printers, kiosks,
building and door access, point-of-sale, attendance management and computer logon.
In addition to pcProx readers, RFIDeas also offers magnetic stripe card readers,
Wiegand Converters and Software Developer's Kits. Inc. magazine ranked RFIDeas No.
13 in the Computer Hardware Industry on its Inc. 500|5000 list, an exclusive ranking of
the nation's fastest-growing private companies. To view a variety of applications
utilizing RFIDeas card readers, visit www.youtube.com/RFIDeas. For further
information please email: sales@RFIDeas.com and connect via social media at
www.Facebook.com/RFIDeas and www.Twitter.com/RFIDeas.
About KSI
Key Source International is a global company with offices in Oakland, California has over 30 years of
experience delivering high-end hardware and software technology solutions to Fortune 1000 companies,
healthcare providers and system integrators worldwide. KSI partners in healthcare include, Imprivata,
Caradigm, HealthCast, Epic, CDW Healthcare and BioKey. From retail automation, banking,
telecommunications, healthcare and patient privacy, KSI’s focus has always been enhancing the user
experience, securing the desktop and meeting tough government regulations. Visit us at
www.ksikeyboards.com, info@ksikeyboards.com or at http://www.youtube.com/user/KSIkeyboards and
through social media; http://www.facebook.com/ksikeyboards and https://twitter.com/ksikeyboards.
For additional information contact Deanne VanKirk, Key Source International, 7711 Oakport Street,
Oakland, CA 94621 1-800-722-6066.
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